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Collection ID ARCH00279
Creator Charles William Daniel Company
Period (1815-) 1906-1992
Period (bulk) 1906-1992
Extent 5.02 m.
Language list English
Language of Material English

Context

Historical Note
Founded in 1902, the company was named after its owner, Charles William Daniel, who determined its character to a very large degree; Daniel was born in Islington, London 1871; went to work at thirteen after his father died; held a job in the Walter Scott Publishing Company in the late 1890s, whose publications included the works of Lev Tolstoj, which greatly influenced him; started the C.W. Daniel Company Ltd. with the purpose of further propagating the ideas of the Russian writer; visited Tolstoj at Jasnaja Poljana in 1909; founder and editor of the magazine The Crank in 1904, later renamed The Open Road, a forum for Tolstojans, anarchists, pacifists and health food promoters; married Florence E. Worland in 1905; participated in anti-war propaganda in the First World War; condemned and imprisoned for the publication of pacifist pamphlets; the company published the works of authors like Mary Everest Boole, Michael Fraenkel, Emma Goldman, Stephen and Rosa Hobhouse, Søren A. Kierkegaard, H. Valentine Knaggs, S.S. Koteliansky, D.H. Lawrence, José Ortega y Gasset, W.T. Symons and many others; he also published the periodicals The Healthy Life and Purpose, a literary journal in the 1930s; in 1941 the offices of the publishing house were blasted in an air raid and the firm was evacuated to Ashingdon in Essex, where Charles Daniel died in 1955; the company was continued by Denise Waltham until it was sold in 1971; Daniel was the author of `Instead of Socialism' based on the ideas of P.J. Proudhon and Henry George (c. 1909) and the editor of `An Indictment of War', an anthology from the works of more than two hundred great thinkers (1919).

Acquisition
Archives received by the IISH from C. W. Daniël & Co in 1992, see Annual Report IISH 1992, p. 57; with an accrual from Jeremy Goring in 2005.

Content and Structure

Content

Processing Information
Inventory made by Tiny de Boer in 1994 and 2005.

Subjects

Geographic Names
United Kingdom
**Persons**
Fraenkel, Michael  
Haffenden, Alfred  
Hobhouse, Stephen and Rosa  
Lee, Richard  
Oldfield, Josiah  
Swan, Joseph P.  
Tolstoj, Leo  
Trevelyan, Helen  
Waltham, Denise M.  
Wrench, G.T.

**Themes**
Anarchist movements  
Culture, media and arts  
Pacifism/Peace movements

**Material Type**
Archival material

**Access and Use**

**Access**
Not restricted

**Preferred Citation**
Archives Charles William Daniel Company , inventory number ..., International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam

**Appendices**

**Introduction**
The C.W. Daniel Company Ltd. was founded in 1902 in Cursitor Street, London. The company published books, pamphlets and journals and from 1908 it also had a bookshop. The company was named after its founder and owner Charles William Daniel , born in Islington, London, on 24 April 1871. He was an anarchist and pacifist and a supporter of vegetarianism. From the late 1890s he had worked at the Walter Scott Publishing Company, whose publications included works of Leo Tolstoy, which greatly influenced Charles Daniel . He started his own publishing company with the purpose of further propagating the ideas of Tolstoy and these publications became his principal stock in trade. He obtained the agency of the Free Age Press Publications of Tolstoy's works. The editor of the Free Age Press was Vladimir G. Tchertkoff, who was Tolstoy's only literary representative outside Russia. In 1909 Charles Daniel visited Tolstoy in Yasnaya Polyana, Russia. Besides Tolstoy's works he published books on health by Valentine Knaggs , books on child psychology and education by Mary Everest Boole , Eleanor Cobham and other educational pioneers, books on vegetarianism by Ernest Savage, who later changed his name into Edgar J. Saxon , and books on many other subjects as long as these did not oppose his beliefs. Charles Daniel was a pioneer of the cheap paperbacks. A series of paperbacks for the price of one penny, called 'People's Classics', 'printed to place in the hands of the masses, at the cheapest price, the richest thoughts of the world's greatest thinkers', containing the works of Plato, Aristotle, Rousseau, Emerson, Francis Bacon and Lao Tze, were the company's speciality. Other cheap paperback series were 'Christian Mystics' and 'Pearls from the Poets'. Charles Daniel met Florence Worland at the London Tolstoyan Society, who was one of the visitors of the meetings. Although often critical of Tolstoy's teachings, she nevertheless collaborated with Charles Daniel in writing a book about the Tolstoyan Society. They married in 1905 and went to live at Downham, near Wickford, Essex.  
In 1904 Charles Daniel founded and edited the monthly periodical The Crank , later re-named The Open Road , a forum for Tolstoyans, anarchists, pacifists and health food promoters, which existed
until 1913 when publication was ceased. In 1908 Charles Daniel opened a book shop in Amen Corner.

Here he first met Edgar J. Saxon, who as author and editor worked together with him for nearly half a century. Saxon was also the editor of Daniel's magazine The Healthy Life, later renamed Health and Life, which was devoted to nature cure and food reform. From 1913 Denise M. Waltham worked as the main colleague of Charles Daniel. She shared the same opinions on vegetarianism, anarchism and pacifism as Charles Daniel.

After 1914 wartime restrictions reduced the flow of books. But at the same time the war gave a stimulus to Daniel's publishing activities. It gave him and his fellow Tolstoyans a cause to fight for. Being above military age himself, his contribution to the anti-war effort took the form of pacifist propaganda. In 1916 he published a pamphlet calling for the end of the 'cruel and ruinous war', for which he was condemned and sent to prison at Wormwood Scrubs, and in 1919 he was imprisoned again during three months for publishing a novel dealing with homosexuality and conscientious objection. Besides publishing Charles Daniel also wrote the book 'Instead of Socialism', which was based on the ideas of Proudhon and on the 'single tax' theories of Henry George (c. 1909) and he edited 'An Indictment of War', an anthology from the works of over two hundred great thinkers (1919). From the 1920s The C.W. Daniel Company published works of various authors like Alfred Adler, Emma Goldman, Stephen and Rosa Hobhouse, Soren Kierkegaard, S.S. Kotelsiany, D.H. Lawrence, José Ortega y Gasset, Nelly Shaw, W.T. Symons, Anton Tchekov and many others. A monthly magazine Focus on matters of health, wealth and life was published in the 1920s and edited by Florence Daniel-Worland, but ceased after her death in 1927. Charles Daniel wrote in this magazine under the pseudonyms 'The Odd Man' and 'John Marlow'. Towards the end of 1928 the Company took a house in Bernard street, Bloomsbury, and there the quarterly Purpose was launched in January 1929 in succession to Focus. Founder and editor was W.T. Symons, a close friend of Charles Daniel and later director of The C.W. Daniel Company. Religion, philosophy, psychology, science, art and sociology came within the orbit of Purpose and among its contributors were V.A. Demant, Philippe Mairet, Maurice B. Reckitt, Henry Miller, Dorothy Richardson, A.M. Ludovici, Lord Northbourne and Neil Montgomery. In 1934 Charles Daniel revived the monthly periodical The Healthy Life, which appeared as Health and Life under the editorship of Edgar J. Saxon. The magazine was published by the company until the end of 1950 when it was sold. The new proprietors continued it under the same editorialship. Regular features included articles on nature cure and food reform.

After Desmond Hawkins joined the editorial board in 1935 as literary editor Purpose became a literary journal of the first rank and the contributors consisted of the literary avant-garde of the 1930s, including W.H. Auden, T.S. Eliot, Elizabeth Bowen, Stephen Spender, Hugh Gordon Porteous, Rayner Heppenstall, Dylan Thomas and E.K. Barlow. The publication of Purpose ceased in July 1940. In 1936 The C.W. Daniel Company Ltd. had moved to premises in Great Russell Street, which included a small shop and made possible a window display of books. After 1939, when paper and labour shortage during the war made publishing conditions difficult, it was decided to limit the Company's output of new books to those on nature cure, food reform, soil regeneration and kindred subjects, including the non-exploitation of animals. Among them were books by M. Bircher-Benner, a Swiss doctor whose dietary ideas have since become world-renowned and the writings of Edward Bach, a physician who discovered 'flower remedies' as a treatment. When in 1941 the publishing offices in Great Russell Street were blasted by an air raid, the business was evacuated to Ashingdon in Essex. When peace came in 1945 Charles Daniel, at 74, was too old to start again. He did not want to return to London and stayed in Ashingdon, where he went on publishing a few books, until he died on 15 January 1955 at Rochford, Essex, at the age of 85. (From: 'A Tribute to the Memory of Charles William Daniel' by Denise M. Waltham and from: 'The Centenary of a 'Crank' Publisher' by Jeremy Goring, inv.nos. 107-108, 189-190).

Denise Waltham continued the company until it was sold in 1973 to Ian and Jane Miller, who continued the C.W. Daniel Company at Muswell Road in London. Almost until the end of her life she gave help and advise to the new directors of the C.W. Daniel Company. Denise Waltham died in 1990 at Ashingdon, Essex, at the age of 93.

ARCHIVE
The archive was received by the IISH in 1992. Series of correspondence were mainly found in numbered and 'carded' parcels. These parcels were split up and arranged into an alphabetical and chronological series of correspondence, which consist of correspondence with authors and publishers, mainly covering a number of years and also containing agreements with authors, outlines of manuscripts, reviews, photographs, clippings, notes and some correspondence concerning authors.

An amount of earlier correspondence and other documents might have been lost at the bombing of the premises in 1941 during the Second World War, as happened with many manuscripts of Charles Daniel on his impressions of life in Russia (From: 'A Tribute to the Memory of Charles William Daniel ' by Denise Waltham ).

The archive contains many financial registers of which, except for the ledgers, no official bookkeeping terms were given. These registers have been arranged according to the superscriptions, although it was not always completely clear, where the registers were used for.

The 'Tolstoy'-manuscripts mainly consist of English translations. Some typed 'Tolstoy'-manuscripts in Russian without subscription are to be found in inv.no. 111 and 117, and typed manuscripts with the typed subscription of Tolstoy are to be found in inv.no. 120 and 124. These could be original manuscripts by Tolstoy, although this is not certain. The years of the translations of the 'Tolstoy'-manuscripts are unknown, therefore the chronology has been based on the original dates on the manuscripts. Because several of these manuscripts were in a very poor condition photocopies have been made and added to the manuscripts.

Some personal papers of the shareholders of The C.W. Daniel Company Ltd: Charles W. Daniel and Denise M. Waltham and a few papers of relatives are to be found in the annex of the inventory and this also includes papers of R.E. Way, of which the connection with the archive is not clear.

In addition to the archive the IISH also received books of The C.W. Daniel Company which have been transferred to the library of the IISH and can be found by using the collection code "C.W.Daniel". Pamphlets on Charles Daniel and Florence Daniel-Worland and some other books and periodicals that had not been separated earlier from the archive, have now been transferred to the library; photographs of Leo Tolstoy and Denise Waltham and a poster have been transferred to the audiovisual department of the IISH.

I N V E N T O R Y

GENERAL

Minutes

1 Minutes of the annual meetings. 1935-1972. 1 volume

Correspondence

2-25 Correspondence. c. 1905-1962. 14 folders, 9 covers and 1 box
NB. Alphabetically arranged; see also inv.nos. 26-35.

4  Butchart, Montgomery . 1937-1938.
5  Fraenkel, Michael . c. 1938-1956.
6-7  Haffenden, Alfred Hy . 1932-1938.
8-12  Hobhouse, Stephen and Rosa Hobhouse-Waugh . 1933-1962.
13-14  Knaggs, Dr. H. Valentine . 1930-1937.
15  Lawrence, D.H. 1923.
17  Oldfield, Josiah . 1928-1936.
19  Shaw, G. Bernard . 1905.
21  Swan, Joseph P. 1936-1939.
22  Tolstoy, Leo N. 1906 / 1907.

26-35  Miscellaneous correspondence. c. 1929-1965. 8 boxes and 2 folders
       NB. Alphabetically arranged.
26    A. (folder)
27    B. (folder)
28    B-C.
29    D-G.
30    G-H.
31    H-K.
32    L-N.
33    O-R.
34    S-U.
35    V-Z.
36  Correspondence. 1965-1969. 1 box
       NB. Chronologically arranged.

PARTICULAR

Organization
37  'Articles of Partnership' and an 'Agreement for Sale and Purchase' between
    Charles William Daniel and Denise May Waltham . 1922. 1 cover
38  'Register of Members and of Directors' Interests in Shares'. With copies of the
    'Memorandum of Association' and 'Regulations for Management of a Company
    limited by Shares' and some correspondence. c. 1935-1972. 1 cover
39  Memorandum and Articles of Association of The Adelphi Books Limited . With
    notes by C.W. Daniel . N.d. 1 copy.
    NB. Plans to start The Adelphi Books Ltd. failed.

Finances

Annual accounts

Ledgers

1 'Ledger outstanding'. 1935- Jan. 1973. 1 volume
   NB. Alphabetical on the names of publishers.

42 'Bought ledger'. 1937-1972. 1 volume
   NB. Alphabetical on the names of companies.

43 'Authors' ledger'. With notes. 1937-Jan. 1973. 1 volume
   NB. Alphabetical on the names of authors.

44-45 'Sales ledgers'. c. 1938-1972. 2 volumes
   NB. Alphabetical on the names of booksellers.
   44 A-M.
   45 N-Z.

46 'Ledgers balancing'. With drafts and notes. 1938-1973. 1 folder
   NB. One copy in poor condition.

47 'Private ledger no. 5'. 1949-1969. 1 volume
   NB. In poor condition.

48 'Impersonal ledgers'. 1955-1969. 1 folder

49 'Impersonal and private ledger no. 6'. 1970-1972. 1 volume

Journals and cash books

50 'Credits, Allowances, Purchases and Journal' book. With purchases invoices of
   1972. 1958-1972. 1 volume

51 'Debit cash book'. 1965-1972. 1 volume

52 'Cash book credit'. 1966-1972. 1 volume

53 Deposit accountbook. With correspondence and statements of deposit account of
   Midland Bank Ltd. 1967-1973. 1 cover

54 'Petty expenses' book. 1972. 1 volume

Stock

55 'Paper book'. With notes on the paper stock. 1934-1972. 1 volume

56 'Stock valuation'. 1937-1971. 1 portfolio
   NB. Alphabetical on booktitles.

57 Notebook with notes on booktitles. With invoices. 1940-1965, 1967. 1 volume

58 Stock- and sales book. 1941-1973. 1 folder
   NB. Loose-leaf and alphabetical on booktitles.

59 Stock book of stock held at L.N. Fowler & Co Ltd. 1959-1972. 1 portfolio
   NB. Loose-leaf and alphabetical on booktitles.

60-61 Invoices from L.N. Fowler & Co Ltd (Publishers, Booksellers & Wholesale Agents,
   Distributors for the C.W. Daniel Co. Ltd.). With lists of stock and sales of books.
   1959-1972. 2 folders
60 1959-1965.
61 1965-1972.
62 'Goods received'. Notes on received books. 1962-1972. 1 quire
63 Lists of second-hand books. N.d. 1 cover

Sales

64 'Sales analysis book'. 1957-1972. 1 folder
   NB. Loose-leaf and alphabetical on booktitles; see also inv.no. 58.
65 'Sales day book'. 1959-1971. 1 volume
66 'Post sales analysis'. With notes of booktitles. 1960-1972. 1 cover
67 'Post sales book'. 1965-1972. 1 volume
68-70 'Wholesaling orders'. Correspondence, mainly about ordered books from the C.W. Daniel Company. c. 1946-1962. 3 folders
   69 1962.
   70 1962.
71-74 'Carded Post Sales'. Correspondence about ordered books from the C.W. Daniel Company. With notes. c. 1948-1968. 3 folders and 1 box
   NB. Alphabetically arranged.
   71 A-B.
   72 B.
   73 C.
   74 D-Y. (box)
75 Documents concerning the liquidations of several publishing companies and booksellers. 1953-1958. 1 cover
76 Alphabetical lists, mainly with names of booksellers and libraries. N.d. 1 cover

Printing

77-81 'Costs books' regarding printed books, reprints and periodicals. 1923-1972. 5 volumes
   NB. In poor condition.
   77 1923-1926 (-1944).
   78 1926-1931 (-1943).
   79 1931-1935 (-1941).
   81 1939-1972.
82 'Index to third cost book'. Notebook on booktitles. N.d. 1 volume

Authors' accounts

83 'Authors Royalties and Refunds'. Analysis book. 1954-1972. 1 volume
84 'Charges to Authors'. Analysis book. 1954-1972. 1 volume
NB. In poor condition.

85-86 Notebooks on payments to authors, royalties, printing and publishing. With a clipping on the United States Income Tax for foreign authors. 1911-1971.
2 folders
NB. Loose-leaf and alphabetically arranged on the authors' names.
   85 1911-1971. (A-L)
   86 1913-1971. (M-Z)

87-91 'Authors' accounts'. Statements of sales and account. 1924-1972. 5 folders.
   87 1924-1934.
   88 1935-1939.
   89 1940-1944.
   90 1945-1949.

92 'Charges to authors' statements'. Carbon copies of invoices. 1954-1972. 1 folder.

Salaries

93 Notebook on paid salaries. 1937-1940, 1953-1972. 1 volume
NB. In poor condition.

94 Financial notes on salaries. 1966-1971. 1 cover

Other financial documents

95 Completed and blank certified invoice forms and consular invoice forms to be used for goods for exportation. With correspondence and notes. 1932-1933, 1947, 1949, 1959 and n.d. 1 cover

96 'Sight drafts'. Chequebooks, cheques and notes. 1936-1959. 1 cover

97 'Short cheques etc.'. Notebook with notes on 'Bills Payable'. 1936-1940, 1953-1968. With a cheque, 1928 and a note, 1971. 1 volume

98 Completed and blank mail transfer forms from Midland Bank Ltd. of The C.W. Daniel Company Ltd. and Denise Waltham and Mary Sweetlove (1973). With correspondence and notes. c. 1939-1973. 1 cover

99 Miscellaneous financial notes. 1951, 1968-1972 and n.d. 1 cover

100 'Bank Paying in Books'. Chequebooks of Midland Bank Ltd. 1969-1971. 1 cover

Premises

101 Agreements concerning the rent of 3 Tudor Street, 46 Bernard Street and 40 Great Russell Street, London. 1925, 1928-1929, 1932-1933, 1936. 1 cover

Publishing activities

Correspondence
102 Correspondence on the publication of books. With lists of booksellers and notes. c. 1941-1970. 1 cover

103 Correspondence concerning an in memoriam on R.W. Western and concerning inherited money and manuscripts from R.W. Western by the C.W. Daniel Company. 1949-1952, 1954. 1 cover

104 Correspondence with the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress, Washington, USA. With forms and documentation. 1953-1963. 1 cover

105-106 Correspondence with authors on publishing a collection of short essays on the subject ‘Why? I am a Vegetarian’. With manuscripts and printed articles. 1954-1957, 1959. 2 folders

105 1954-1957.


107-108 Letters of condolence and correspondence concerning the booklet ‘Tribute to the Memory of Charles William Daniel’. With clippings and some other documents concerning the death of Charles W. Daniel. 1955-1957. 2 folders

107 1955.


Addresses

109 Addressbooks with addresses of authors, including numbers and titles of manuscripts. 1927-1942. 1 folder

Agreements

110 Memoranda of Agreement for the publication of Leo N. Tolstoy’s works. 1907-1908 and n.d. 1 cover

NB. One copy in poor condition; photocopy added.

Manuscripts

Manuscripts of ‘Tolstoy’-translations

111 Letter from Leo N. Tolstoy to L.D. Urusov, 1885, May 5 (?). Translated by Edward Bernstein. 3 handwritten-, 3 typed- and 3 Russian typed copies. 1 cover

112 Letter from Leo N. Tolstoy to T.A. Ushakoff, 1900, June 9. Translator unknown. 1 piece

113 Letter from Leo N. Tolstoy to Alexis C. Vlakhopuloff, 1900, June 20. Translator unknown. 1 piece

114 Letter from Leo N. Tolstoy to Arvid Yarnefelt, 1900, June 20. Translator unknown. 1 piece

115 Letter from Leo N. Tolstoy to M. Sabatier, 7/20 Nov. 1906. Translator unknown. 1 handwritten and 2 typed copies. 1906. 1 cover

116 Letter from Leo N. Tolstoy to Premanand Bharati. 16 Jan./3 Febr. 1907. Translator unknown. 1 piece

117 ‘What’s To Be Done?’ by Leo Tolstoy. Partly consisting of a proof with corrections. Translated by Aylmer Maude. With the manuscript of an article in Russian,
beginning with: 'In 1838 the following call was done by William Lloyd Garrison'. 1906 and n.d. 1 cover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Copies</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>'The Annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina by Austria'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>'I Cannot Be Silent'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>'For a Single Word'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>'Letter to a Hindoo'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>Letter of thanks by Leo N. Tolstoy on the occasion of his 80th birthday</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Letter of thanks by Leo N. Tolstoy to the Federation of Single Tax Leagues of Australia on the occasion of his 80th birthday</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>'Tolstoy's Protest'</td>
<td>Leo Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>'The Teaching of Jesus. A Simple Rendering'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>'The Inevitable Revolution'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>'It is Time to Understand'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>'The Only Commandment'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>'Letter to a Peasant on Science'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>'Letter to a Student on Jurisprudence' and 'A Letter to a Student About Law'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>'A Talk With a Wayfarer'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>'What to Teach Children'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>'A Letter from L.N. Tolstoy to V.A. Posse on the Importance of Studying Ancient Religions'</td>
<td>Leo N. Tolstoy</td>
<td>English, Russian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Poor condition</td>
<td>In poor condition; photocopy added</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
'Children, Love One Another. An address' by Leo N. Tolstoy. With notes. Translated by Aylmer Maude. 2 copies. N.d. 1 cover

'Leo Tolstoy's Address to the Peace Congress'. Text of the speech by Leo N. Tolstoy. Translated by Aylmer Maude. 3 copies. N.d. 1 cover

'On Education. No. 5a.' by Leo N. Tolstoy. Translator unknown. 3 copies. N.d. 1 cover

'The Law of Force and the Law of Love' by Leo N. Tolstoy. Translated by Louise and Aylmer Maude. N.d. 1 cover
NB. In poor condition.

'Our Understanding of Life' probably by Leo N. Tolstoy. Translated by Aylmer Maude. N.d. 1 cover

'Readings for Every Day' by Leo N. Tolstoy. Excerpt from January-March, a preface to the volumes 41 and 42 and translators' notes. Translator unknown. N.d. 1 folder

'Spiritual Consciousness' probably by Leo N. Tolstoy. Translator unknown. N.d. 1 cover

'The Teaching of Life', 'exemplified in sentences for every day, chosen from writers of different countries and of various ages, collected by Leo N. Tolstoy'. Translator unknown. N.d. 1 cover

'The Three Sons' by Leo N. Tolstoy. 2 versions. Translators unknown. N.d. 1 cover

Preface by Leo N. Tolstoy to N. Orlov's Album of 'Russian Peasants'. Translated by Louise and Aylmer Maude. 6 copies. N.d. 1 cover

Transcription of two series of Russian texts on post cards with pictures of Leo N. Tolstoy. With twelve post cards of the second series. N.d. 1 cover

Other manuscripts

'The Spirit of the Storm - Or What the Victims Thought of the Ritual' by Mary Everest Boole. N.d. 4 folders

'Dawning Consciousness Through Living with Energies' by Hendrik W. Dunnewolt. N.d. 1 cover

'Tolstoy and Shakespeare' by Isabella Fyvie Mayo. 1 handwritten and 1 typed copy. N.d. 1 cover

'From the History of the Amount of Conscientious Objections in Russia under the Old System' by M. Moeratov. Russian text. N.d. 1 cover

'Awake, Arise... and Fight for Peace, Health and General Welfare!' by Petar J. Stankovic. c. 1960. 1 cover

'About Tolstoy's Last Days. Vladimir G. Tchertkoff's reminiscences'. Incomplete. N.d. 1 cover
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